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The Safari Experts Africa is a leading responsible luxury as well as tailor made

safaris adventure safaris tour operator. We create intimate moments in

breathtaking locations to be shared and celebrated with family and friends.

Unforgettable memories are made here - a hot air balloon safari over the Masai

Mara or the Serengeti at dawn, a dive on the colorful coral reefs off Mnemba Island,

Mombasa Island, Lamu island Manda island and Zanzibar Islands in the warm Indian

Ocean, viewing beautiful landscapes in the Samburu, Ngorongoro, Tarangire and

Seleuos national parks and reserves or following the wildebeest migration across

the endless plains of the Serengeti and the Maasai Mara among other exciting

destinations. At The Safari Experts Africa we’re dedicated to creating the perfect

trip for you. Your safari is safe in our expert hands; all of our staff have travelled

extensively throughout the destinations we offer and it is with this knowledge and

unique understanding that we are able to produce the most appropriate and

fulfilling itineraries to meet your needs. We are just as excited about your trip as

you are – Africa is our passion and we want to share it with you! We pride ourselves

on our exceptional service and continually endeavor to surpass our customers’

expectations. We understand that a trip to Africa is often a once in a lifetime holiday

and it is our job to ensure that you feel confident that all of your questions have

been answered and that you can trust in the service you will receive before, during

and after your experience. By embarking on an adventure with us, our guests also

become part of our dream to integrate international travelers and rural people to

their mutual benefit and to demonstrate that wildlife can be conserved on a

sustainable basis by all. We believe that our heritage of wild land and animals

should be recognized as one of our most precious natural resources.
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